Mark Binder’s author and storytelling school programs educate, engage and entertain!
Assemblies and Residencies for 2017/2018
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Awesome Author Visits… all grades
Silly and Seasonal Stories… grades pk and k–2
Tall Tales Old and New… grades 3–6 and up
Stories for Diversity and Inclusion… grades k–8
Cinderella Spinderella and Other Tales for Harmony… grades k–8
A Holiday Present… elementary – multicultural
Write it up! Making Stories Workshop… grades 3—12 and teachers
Spooky Stories… age appropriate
Storytelling “Concerts”… for all ages and evening family programs
Reading Stories With Children… how-to family training and engagement
36 Fun-to-Read Stories

The Bed Time
Story Book

Familiar favorites and classics that
will enchant the whole family
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Call early for best booking dates:
beth@markbinder.com (401) 272-8707
lots more info at markbinder.com
What makes Mark Binder worth inviting to your school?
Experience — more than twenty years of programs in schools, libraries, theaters and
festival for nearly 100,000 listeners of all ages

Stories! With a repertoire of 157 stories, Mark has a tale for every occasion and every
theme. And if you want something special, because he’s a writer, he’ll be happy to create one.
Books!

Mark is the author of dozens of books and audio books for every age ranging
from retelling of classics to traditional fiction to outrageous tall tales.

Education — Mark studied mythology at Columbia University, storytelling with
Spalding Gray, mime and dance with the Adaptors Movement Theater and has an MA in
English and Writing, Acting and Directing from Rhode Island College and the Trinity Rep Conservatory.
Dedication — Every year Mark gives more than 100 presentations across the United States and around the world.
Every year he creates a new project, whether it’s a printed book or an audio book, an ebook or a play…

and many many more
for every grade and level

Current — Stories may be seasonal, adapting to the weather. They can also address issues, soothe fears and inspire change.
Vital — Mark’s stories are always fresh and new, whether he’s retelling a traditional tale for the thousandth time or sharing
a brand new adventure from his most recent book.

Everyone listens and is transported — students, teachers, parents, staff — even the lunch ladies and gentlemen!

The power of storytelling

“The presentation for K through 5th
grade was varied and appealed to
all ages. It went very well!”

stories inspire reading and writing
stories connect cultures
stories inspire and break the molds
stories build character

—South Elementary, MA

Mark
Binder
author•storyteller • nice guy
educational &
awesome fun!

Parents’ Choice Gold
for Audio Storytelling!

When you invite Mark Binder to your school he will

Stories define who we are
Stories create who we will be
Stories tell us why we matter
And they are fun, funny and exciting!

“Mark Binder is a master
at spinning old tales and
everyday events into
storytelling gold.”
– 2016 Parents’ Choice

Please save this brochure, and invite
Mark for your literacy, arts and
enrichment programs!

share his excitement and love of both traditional tales
and original fictions.
He will tell stories that your students will remember,
and leave them ready to read, write, hear and make
their own
Stories don’t need any equipment
Paper. Pens or pencils. A voice.
(Of course, Mark does have an amazing sound system,
so he can be heard regardless of acoustics)
Sometimes it’s so quiet you can hear a single cough

“Mark was super easy to work with.
He was well prepared and the students
were truly engaged in his stories!“
– Northern Lincoln Elementary, RI

assemblies and workshops
that enrich and inspire
for all grades
“Cinderella Spinderella addresses
issues of diversity, and
the kids really like it!”
—Waverly Ave Elementary, NY

“We highly recommend Mark
for any school function you may have...”
—Annunciation School, NYC

